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The new HMI generation from Bafang - clear, robust and easy to use

Suzhou, June 2023 - Tomorrow the opening of the next Eurobike in Frankfurt will be on its way

and thus the ideal environment for Bafang to present its new display generation. The two HMI

models DP C010 and DP E165 feature attractive, contemporary and user-friendly monitors.

Bafang Electric (Suzhou) Co.,Ltd., as one of the leading manufacturers of e-bike components

based in Suzhou, was once again able to incorporate its many years of expertise and

competence into these products.

The new, innovative display of the DP C010 from Bafang shines (in the truest sense of the word)

with a strikingly large, hydrophobic (water-repellent) display (4.0'' TFT). For the display of the

various e-bike parameters, the user can choose between 6 different display modes and pre-

programmed languages (German, English, French, Italian, Dutch and Czech). The multi-mount

option holds the display firmly in position with handlebar diameters up to 3.5cm. High-brightness

and full lamination design which makes it easy on the eyes to read the ride/tour data in any

daylight conditions and instantly legible. In addition, the display switches automatically (lux-

controlled) between day and night view.

Photo: Display DP C010 – Clear optics, even in the rain thanks to hydrophobic coating



Ease of use & seamless integration - DP E165

Another highlight of bafang's display innovations is the DP E165, which was specially developed

for seamless integration/positioning in the top tube of innovative bicycle concepts. Despite its

slim, elegant design, the HMI is very robust. It has a concealed cable guide and supports OTA

upgrades via Bluetooth. Particularly appealing is the slim display, which is intuitive (easy) to use

and allows for quick acquisition of ride data even while riding.

Photo: DP E165 – Innovative top tube display in a class of its own

Wide range of applications and short lead times

The new HMIs from Bafang are characterised by their timeless design and thus provide

designers with a wide range of applications for upcoming e-bike concepts. Both systems are

already in series production (since March 2023) and can be ordered as samples or as a regular

order (max. 60 days delivery time). You can check out these HMIs from Bafang at the Eurobike

show in Frankfurt in hall 8 at booth J18.

Photo: The integrated DP E165 (positioning idea)
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About BAFANG:
Bafang, one of the leading manufacturers of e-mobility components and e-drive systems, has

been developing components and complete systems for electric vehicles since 2003. The

company is listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange (603489.SS) and focuses on all global e-

mobility trends of the future: be it individual e-bikes, e-scooters or for public bike sharing

systems. Bafang employs

over 1300 people at ten international locations worldwide. The headquarters, development and

production sites are located in Suzhou, in the immediate vicinity of Shanghai/China. A virtual

tour of the new headquarter in Suzhou via a VR Panorama Tour starts here.

Bafang has sales and service centres in the Netherlands, the USA, Germany, Denmark, France,

Italy, and China. The newly opened plant in Poland focuses on the production of mid-motor

systems for the European markets.

Website: www.bafang-e.com

E-Mail: info@bafang-e.com

This communication has been issued by Bafang Electric (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. who is therefore

responsible for the entire content.
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